ABSTRACT.
Stone We say an a-space (X, b) is regular if X is a Boolean space and o is a sheaf of simple CAa's (i.e. ö is simple for all x £ X). By 1.1, a regular a-space is reduced.
Before characterizing the dual space of an LCAa we need to observe an additional property. Let us call an a-space (X, 0) locally finite if (i) each stalk is an LCA , and (ii) every s e S has a neighborhood T in which Ai C As for all t £ T.
Under assumption (i) it can be shown that (ii) is equivalent to the apparently stronger condition that every seo has a neighborhood in which every element has the same dimension set as s. Proof. In view of 1.1 and 2.1, it suffices to show that T(X, S) is an LCAa We must construct an element with dimension set 0 in the ultrapower E/F that is not the image of an element in Z( E). Choose a one-to-one a ■ I -►"! Implicit in the above proof of (1) Instead of using, for X, the Cantor space 2 we could have used any non-
